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India end 71-year drought after draw
First Asian team to win Test series in Australia, PM praises India’s historic win

SYDNEY: India’s team pose with the Border-Gavaskar trophy as they celebrate their series win on the fifth day of the fourth and final cricket Test against Australia at the Sydney Cricket Ground in Sydney yesterday. — AFP

SYDNEY: India ended a 71-year wait for a Test series vic-
tory in Australia yesterday, their 2-1 triumph finally con-
firmed when the rain-affected fourth and final Test ended
in a draw at Sydney Cricket Ground early yesterday after-
noon. The finale may have ultimately have turned out to be
a damp squib but Virat Kohli’s tourists utterly dominated
what action there was to deservedly become the first side
from the Asian sub-continent to take the honours Down
Under. Praise and congratulations poured in for Virat
Kohli’s India yesterday after the tourists won their first-
ever Test series in Australia, underlining their world num-
ber one ranking. “A historic cricketing accomplishment in
Australia!” Prime Minister Narendra Modi wrote on his
official Twitter handle.

“Congratulations to the Indian Cricket Team for the
hard-fought and richly deserved series victory. “The series
witnessed some memorable performances and solid team-
work. Best wishes for the various games ahead.” Batting
legend Sachin Tendulkar called it “an amazing day for Indian
cricket. #TeamIndia has made this a series to be cherished.
Proud of the boys.”

Wins in the first Test in Adelaide and third in Melbourne

ensured they could not lose the series and their batsmen, led
by a 193 from Cheteshwar Pujara, batted Australia out of the
fourth match with a daunting 622-7 declared total in the
first innings. That all but destroyed home hopes of a face-
saving victory and India’s spinners then got to work to drive
home the advantage in the field against an Australia side
that failed to muster a single century over the series.

The hosts were duly dismissed for 300 and Kohli did not
hesitate to go for the jugular by enforcing the follow-on-the
first time in 30 years Australia had suffered such ignominy on
home soil. Ultimately, it was the Sydney weather that saved
Australia from a 3-1 humiliation with no play possible after
tea on day four, when they had mustered up six runs without
loss in their second innings. “It’s obviously a very proud
moment. More so because for the last 12 months we under-
stand what we have gone through as a team,” said Kohli.
“The fact that the reward has come in the most historic
series for Indian cricket is the cherry on the top of the cake.

“In the 10 years that I have played, it is the proudest
moment that I have experienced and we’re so happy for the
whole team. “It is a young bunch of guys and to have that
belief to keep striving for excellence on a daily basis and to

get a reward like this we definitely have to be happy.”
For some Australians the series will always carry an

asterisk given their two best batsmen, Steve Smith and
David Warner, were unavailable because of bans they
received for the ball-tampering scandal in South Africa last
year. Tim Paine’s side were unable to paper over the cracks
left by their absence, and even the vaunted pace attack of
Josh Hazlewood, Mitchell Starc and Pat Cummins failed to
fire, except for spells in the victory in Perth.

“I thought we actually had our chances to win the test
match in Adelaide, India just outplayed us in big moments in
that test,” Paine said. “In Perth, I thought we played a very
good game of cricket but when we went to Melbourne and
Sydney, we’ve been outplayed in all departments.”

India’s trio of seamers Ishant Sharma, Mohammed Shami
and Jasprit Bumrah, by contrast, were highly disciplined and
executed their plans to perfection to exploit the weaknesses
in the Australian batting.

“I feel great standing in the slips cordon and watching
these guys run in,” said Kohli.

“You can see that hunger and that passion to win for
India. We put everything on the line to win for the team.

“They take ownership of their skills. They are dictating
terms now which is the most amazing thing you can ask for
from your bowlers.”

With the bat, the tourists managed to score five cen-
turies over the four matches with Player-of-the-Series
Pujara recording three of them, aggregating 521 runs from
seven innings at an average of 74.42.

There was a century for captain Kohli, of course, and one
in Sydney for the younger generation through the irrepress-
ible wicketkeeper Rishabh Pant.

India have still never won a series in South Africa but
finally breaking through in Australia will do much to burnish
the reputation of Kohli and a team already ranked number
one in the world in the longest format of the game.

“This is an Indian team that will jump over a cliff to win a
game for their country,” said coach Ravi Shastri. “That’s the
determination and the ruthlessness, the mindset with which
this team went out to play in this series.

“This team now has an identity to look at any other
Indian team from the past in the eye without being intimi-
dated and say ‘We play proper test match cricket. You did,
and we do too’.” — Reuters (See Page 26)

AL-AIN: Mehdi Taremi scored twice as Iran
crushed Yemen 5-0 in the war-torn country’s
Asian Cup debut yesterday to send a message
to their title rivals. Looking to end a 43-year
title drought since last winning Asian football’s
most coveted prize, Iran ruthlessly dispatched
the Group D minnows in Abu Dhabi.

Joint favourites with South Korea, Iran
took just 12 minutes to take the lead as Taremi
finished clinically from close range after a shot
from Sardar Azmoun was fumbled by Yemen
keeper Saud Alsowadi.

Captain Ashkan Dejagah doubled his side’s
lead in the 23rd minute with a low free kick
which cannoned in off the post and the hap-
less Alsowadi before Taremi powered home a
header moments later. Azmoun tapped in a

fourth goal seven minutes into the second half,
by which time Iran were playing some cham-
pagne football, pulling off extravagant flicks
and back-heels that left Yemen’s players chas-
ing shadows.

Earlier favourites South Korea scraped
past the Philippines and China needed a spec-
tacular goalkeeping gaffe to spark their
comeback against lowly Kyrgyzstan as lesser
teams continued to trouble bigger sides at the
Asian Cup yesterday.

A day after defending champions Australia
were rocked 1-0 by Jordan, South Korea, still
awaiting the arrival of star forward Son
Heung-min, left it late before beating the
Philippines by the same scoreline.

Fellow debutants Kyrgyzstan led China 1-0
at half-time but they were left to rue a costly
error by goalkeeper Pavel Matiash, whose
embarrassing own goal put the Chinese on
course for a 2-1 win. After hosts UAE were
held by Bahrain, and Syria were kept to a
goalless draw by Palestine, it provided more
evidence that the gap has narrowed between
Asian teams.

Kyrgyzstan looked capable of pulling off an
almighty upset against China when Akhlidin
Israilov smashed home the opening goal just
before half-time in Al Ain. But China profited

from the howler of the tournament so far when
Matiash, attempting to claw a defensive head-
er over the bar, batted it over the line instead.

A Chinese winner looked inevitable and it
was Yu who completed the turnaround,
rounding Matiash and scoring from a tight
angle 12 minutes from time.

Later in Dubai, prolific goal poacher
Hwang Ui-jo snatched a second-half winner
as South Korea beat Sven-Goran Eriksson’s
Philippines, who impressed on their tourna-
ment debut. The Koreans, looking to end 59
years of hurt after failing to win the title since
1960, soaked up considerable pressure in
their opening Group C fixture before Hwang
broke the deadlock after 67 minutes.

The Japan-based striker swivelled and
smashed home from close range to settle his
side’s nerves after Newcastle midfielder Ki
Sung-yueng limped off with a suspected ham-
string injury.

South Korea, who will be boosted by the
arrival of Tottenham star Son after their first
two games, joined China on three points at the
top of the group. The Koreans, runners-up to
hosts Australia four years ago, were indebted
to goalkeeper Kim Seung-Gyu, who plunged
to his right to deny Javier Patino in the 54th
minute. — AFP

Iran batter Yemen
as China, Korea
survive scares at
Asian Cup

ABU DHABI: Yemen’s defender Mohammed Fuad Omar (L) fights for the ball with Iran’s midfielder
Mehdi Taremi during the 2019 AFC Asian Cup Group D football match between Yemen and Iran at
the Mohammed Bin Zayed stadium in Abu Dhabi yesterday. — AFP


